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S T I C K - B U I LT G L A Z I N G

classic

As your business grows and changes,
your workspace needs to evolve along
with it. Partition Systems has been helping
businesses adapt to their changing
organizational needs since 1970.
Classic glazing allows you to reimagine
and redefine your floorplan to meet your
organization’s changing needs. Whether
you desire a collaboration space or more
privacy, an updated look or a more efficient
workflow, Classic can help achieve your
incredible space. The stick-built panels,
made of aluminum framing and glass, are
infinitely customizable and allow you to
create a personalized work environment
quickly, efficiently and affordably.
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Classic
Classic stick-built glazing is constructed from readily available
materials that are measured and cut on-site, allowing for a quick
installation that fits with your vision. Units can stand freely or be
integrated with the existing architecture. Separate glass with vertical
mullions or use a butt-jointed method to achieve a seamless look.
Features
Single trade install
Components can be partially reconfigured for reuse
Less than one-week lead time for standard orders
Multiple options for sound insulation and privacy
Clear anodized or powder coated aluminum finishes available
Tempered or laminated glass in 6 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm
Compatible with all Vision series doors
Frames are Canadian made and manufactured in Alberta
Can contribute to LEED credits
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Classic stick-built glazing allows you to partition off workrooms and offices while maintaining an open floorplan and
uninterrupted flow of light. Sturdy double aluminum doors can be combined with butt-jointed glass for a continuous effect.
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Don’t Wait for Manufacturing

Classic glazing partitions are constructed from materials that are stocked locally in distribution centres throughout
Western Canada. With most standard components readily available, your contractor simply needs to measure and cut
the materials to your specifications, and the installation can start right away.
Note: Vision series doors and door frames require three to four weeks for delivery.
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Environmentally Conscious

When your office is ready for another
change, the Classic components
can be disassembled and contribute
materials to the new look, leading to
less waste and a reduced cost. What’s
more, our glass options allow for more
natural light to reach the interior of
your office space. These features
can contribute LEED credits to your
building, ensuring energy efficiency,
reduced resource costs, and a bright,
clean workspace for employees.

 Learn more about how Partition Systems
is environmentally conscious
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Acoustically Secure

Depending on your privacy needs, you can mix-and-match 6 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm tempered or laminated glass
for higher levels of sound insulation. Our experts will work with you to determine which specifications are right for your
workspace. By using the right glass, you can ensure a distraction-free office where privacy is maintained.
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A Custom Look

Versatile and adaptable, Classic
partitions are ready to conform to
your organization’s visual style.
Choose between clear anodized
aluminum frames or opt for a custom
powder coated finish to accent your
brand. Further tailor your look with
glass-frosting options.
Complement your framing with
matching doors. Choose between
hinged, pivot swing or sliding barn
doors, depending on the form and
function of each space you create. By
combining different styles and layout
options, you’ll be able to transform any
room into an incredible workspace.
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Custom vinyl applications allow you to showcase your brand, while double sliding barn doors create a flexible
space that can be opened up to common areas or closed off for more privacy during meetings.
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partitions.com

For more information, contact
Partition Systems at 1-800-567-2454

